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In terms of data and news flow, the week was quite boring, which is not surprising considering the peak of tourist season and the fact that a majority of Croatia
is on holidays or at least planning vacation. Also, Friday saw the last Parliament
session before the summer break. Finally, Fitch changed neither the outlook nor
the credit rating. Of course, agency expressed their concern regarding Agrokor
and its impact on the overall economy. Fitch expects the Agrokor fallout will extend to the company’s suppliers and banks and that it will impact employment,
investment and credit growth, and cause real GDP growth to slow to 2.6% in
2017 in the event of an orderly restructuring.
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Therefore, all eyes remain on Agrokor and the peak tourist season.
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In the meantime, we have not received any new official news regarding Agrokor,
but the corporation’s existence in its current form will probably not survive. When
discussing the sale of some of the group’s members, Ledo and Jamnica were always mentioned as the most likely targets. However, they are both burdened by
joint guarantees for Agrokor’s debt in the overall amount exceeding HRK 20bn.
Accordingly, if Agrokor is unable to pay, the creditors have the right to seek payment from these companies. As the amount of guarantees issued likely exceeds
the market capitalisation of these companies, their future will be determined by
settlement with the creditors, which should be achieved in mid 2018 when the
extraordinary administration is completed. As Mercator, the only one among
the larger members of the group, is not burdened by guarantees, we think it is
the most likely candidate for sale in the short run. The market capitalisation of
Agrokor’s share in Mercator as on 3 July 2017 was EUR 173.7 mn or 5% of
Agorkor’s financial debt. For the time being, the company announced only its
intention to sell non-core companies, i.e. companies that do not belong to any
of the strategic business branches of the corporation (retail, food production and
agriculture).
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Turning back to macroeconomics, as we have already written, in the period from
January to May the number of tourist arrivals and overnight stays registered a
solid growth (14.5% and 10% yoy, respectively). Of course, on average, a double-digit growth in 2017 seems unsustainable, but even an estimate at around
5% yoy growth of tourist overnights will definitely increase tourist receipts above
EUR 9bn, thus contributing to the overall consumption and investment activity.

Sources: CBS, Economic RESEARCH/RBA

On Monday the CBS will release the June CPI data. We expect to see a slight deceleration on annual level (1% yoy), partially due to the fall in prices of telecommunications services. Still, modest but positive inflation is supported primarily
by growth in the prices of food, beverages, transport, and prices in restaurants
and hotels. In addition to the higher VAT on services in the hospitality industry, a
share of the growth in the latter category is surely accounted for by a growing
demand in tourism. On the other side, the rise in transport prices (almost entirely)
and the annual growth in the category of food products were definitely aided
by developments in the world’s commodities markets. We expect energy prices
to recover in the second part of the year (partly also due to the expiration of the
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The very end of the week is reserved for the May construction output data and
labour market statistics (the first estimate of May wages and the June unemployment rate). The first one is expected to continue with modest but positive annual
growth rates suggesting rising investment activity partially supported by EU funds
and very low base.
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The labour market boasted a continued decline in unemployment, slow growth
of employment and a growth in wages (gross wages above 3% and net wages
around 5% yoy, whereas the tax reform from the begging of the year definitely
drives the positive impact on net wages.)
Although the 2017 fall in unemployment started already in February, reaching its
lowest levels of the past 20 odd years in April, the fact remains that the majority
of the outflow from the unemployment register is a consequence of the so-called
removal from the register due to non-adherence to statutory provisions and, to a
smaller extent, due to new employment. In addition, new jobs are mostly seasonal jobs and/or jobs based on fixed-time employment contracts (mostly in trade
and hospitality industry), while industry accounted for a smaller share of the
employment growth. This means that the labour market remains fragile and burdened by serious structural problems of imbalance between supply and demand,
long-term unemployment and fall in working-age population. Nevertheless, the
registered unemployment rate in June will fall for the first time ever below 11%.

Open market operations – CNB`s FX
interventions
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effect of administrative cuts in the prices of natural gas as of 1 April but also due
to the already announced increase in electricity prices in H2 2017).

%

As for the financial markets, only Friday and the FX intervention brought some
excitements. For the third time in 2017, the central bank intervened on the market
by buying euros. Obviously, the FX intervention was not motivated by volatility
of EUR/HRK. Namely, the majority of the last week’s trading was held between
7.40 and 7.41 kuna per euro. Therefore, the latest CNB movement might be
attributed once again to the expression of the CNB’s readiness to keep its commitment to the policy of a stable EUR/HRK, which is the nominal anchor of the
monetary policy in pursuing its objective (price stability).
EUR/HRK might face further slight but persistent appreciation pressures as the
main season is in full swing. But the CNB is keeping its eyes on FX volatility, and
we have no doubt in its commitment to the HRK stability. Since the beginning of
the year, the CNB has purchased EUR 476 mn directly from banks through the
official FX interventions thus putting directly additional HRK liquidity (HRK 3.5 bn)
on the market and for the same amount increasing FX reserves.
Market interest rates will consequently hold at their current low levels, possibly
trending only slightly downwards but without any potential for growth until the
end of the year. The average daily HRK liquidity surplus is still doubled in comparison with 2016, thus largely contributing to interest rates holding steady at
low levels. Amid moderate inflation rates and stable EUR/HRK, the central bank
is not expected to change the course of its policy. Moreover, its expansionary
policy is likely to continue throughout the beginning of 2018.
Zrinka Živković Matijević, Ana Turudić
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Equity Market
Atlantic Grupa sold two factories
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In this week
We expect a quiet week on the stock market ahead of Q2 2017 reporting season. Shares of tourism companies could continue to be in the focus of investors
on the Zagreb Stock Exchange.
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Company news
Atlantic Grupa sold its production facilities in Germany (Bleckede) and Croatia
(Nova Gradiška) as well as private label business to a Belgium based company
Aminolabs Group. Transaction amounts to near HRK 200 mn and does not include sale of brands Multipower, Champ and Multaben which remain in full
ownership of the company. AD Plastik has been nominated for production of
components for the vehicle Volvo V43X. The deal is worth EUR 22.8 mn in total
sales over four years starting in April 2018. Dalekovod signed new contract
worth over EUR 35 mn in Norway related to construction of 57 km long section
of the transmission line. The state agency for restructuring and sale published its
intention to sell up to 11.75% shares of Luka Rijeka in a block transaction after
the public call for binding offers.
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Trading comment
The regular equity turnover on the Zagreb Stock Exchange last week amounted
to HRK 4.7 mn daily on average. Thereof, the most traded were shares of Arena
H.G. and preferred shares of Adris. Stock index CROBEX slid by 0.7% and
shares of Viadukt lost the most (over 40%) among index members, following the
release that the administrative settlement procedure of the company is terminated
because the company filed for bankruptcy. Majority of equity indices in the region saw gains last week.
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without obtaining prior written permission of RBA on a case to case basis. This document does not constitute any kind of investment advice or a personal recommendation to buy,
hold or sell financial instruments and it is neither an offer nor a solicitation of an offer. This document is not a substitute for any form of a legal document which is required pursuant
to regulations of any state, including the Republic of Croatia, for a primary issue or secondary trading in financial instruments, regardless of whether investors are classified as retail
or professional investors and regardless of whether they are entities or residents of the Republic of Croatia or of any other jurisdiction.
This publication is fundamentally based on generally available information, which we consider to be reliable, but we do not make any representation, warranty or assurance as to
accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information. All analyses contained in this publication are based solely on generally available information and on assumption that
the information is complete, true and accurate, which may not necessarily be the case, and, for the user, they involve risks related to issuer, capital market, general economic and
political environment and prospects. The estimates, projections, recommendations or forecasts of future events and opinions expressed in this publication constitute independent
judgement made by analysts as at the date of publication, unless explicitly otherwise stated. The following sources were material for the preparation of this publication: the Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, the Croatian National Bank, the Government of the Republic of Croatia, the Croatian Employment Service, the Croatian Pension Insurance Institute, the Ministry
of Finance, the Croatian Financial Services Supervisory Agency, the Zagreb Stock Exchange, the Institute of Economics, Bloomberg, Eurostat, the Vienna Institute for International
Economic Studies and other sources which are expressly stated in the analysis.
RBA is under no obligation to keep current the contents of this publication and reserves the right to withdraw or suspend them in whole. The publication of an up-to-date revised
analysis, if any, shall be made at the discretion of analysts and RBA. In case of any modification or suspension of the contents of this publication, RBA shall publish the notice of
modification or suspension, and information regarding the circumstances which lead to the modification or suspension of this publication, in the same manner as this publication,
with a clear reference to the fact that the modification or suspension apply to this publication.
This publication does not purport to be and does not constitute a basis for making any investment decision and all users are advised to seek additional expert advice and information
to the extent they deem necessary, before making any investment decision.
The prices of financial instruments mentioned in this publication are the closing prices available at 16:30 CET on the day which precedes the date of this publication, unless stated
otherwise in the publication.
Investment options discussed in this publication may not be appropriate for certain investors, depending on their specific investment objectives and investment time horizon, and
taking into account their overall financial situation. Investments which are the subject of this publication may vary in price and value. Investors may generate returns which are below
their initial capital investment. Exchange rate changes may adversely affect the investment value. Besides, past performance is not indicative of future results whatsoever. Risks arising
from investment in financial instruments, financial products or investment instruments which are the subject of this publication are not explained in whole or in full detail. Information
is provided “as is” without giving warranties of any kind and may not be deemed to substitute any investment advice. Investors have to make independent decision regarding the
appropriateness of investment in any instruments discussed or mentioned in this document, based on risks and benefits resulting from such instruments, and on their investment strategy and legal, fiscal and financial position. As this publication is not personal recommendation for investment, neither it and nor any of its components, forms a basis for conclusion
of any kind of deal, contract or commitment whatsoever, nor should it be relied upon or used as an incentive for or in connection with such actions. Investors are advised to seek
specific detailed information and advice from competent certified investment advisors.
RBA, Raiffeisen Bank International AG (“RBI”), and any other company connected with them, including their directors, authorized representatives or employees, and any other
party, do not accept any responsibility of liability arising in any way (whether due to negligence or otherwise) for any damages or losses whatsoever which result from the use of
this publication or its contents or which may otherwise be caused in connection with this publication.
This publication is disseminated to investors who are expected to make independent investment decision and estimates of investment risks, including issuer risk, capital market risk
and risks related to economic and political circumstances and prospects, without placing undue reliance on this publication, and this publication shall not be distributed, reproduced
or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without RBA’s permission.
RBA publishes financial instrument valuation and analyses independently or as part of publications which are created and distributed by RBI and Raiffeisen Centrobank, Austria
(“RCB”) under the name Raiffeisen ISTRAŽIVANJA. The analyses may relate to one or more issuers, and to financial instruments issued by them.
Unique criteria for issuance of stock market recommendation (rating) and risk classification are defined as follows:
“Buy”: for stocks which have an expected total return at least 10% (15% for stocks with high volatility risk) and represent the most attractive stocks among all stocks we analyze and
valuate over next 12 months
“Hold”: for stocks for which we expect a positive return up to 10% (up to 15% for stocks with high volatility risk) over next 12 months.
“Reduce”: expected negative return up to –10% over next 12 months.
“Sell”: for stock with expected negative return by more than –10% u over next 12 months.
Target prices are based on calculated fair value which is derived by applying relative valuation tools (peer group analysis) or discounted cash flow DCF method. Detailed information on specific valuation methods applied is available at: https://www.rcb.at/en/the-bank/business-segments/cr/concept-and-methods/
When publishing the analyses, ratings are determined by applying above mentioned ranges. Temporary deviations from the aforementioned ranges will not automatically result in
the alteration of a recommendation, and the respective recommendation will be placed under review instead.
Opinions concerning Croatian money market rates and price fluctuations of government bonds issued in the Republic of Croatia are based on the analysis of market ratio movements.
This publication is not an offer or a personal recommendation to buy or sell a financial instrument. Information presented here does not constitute a comprehensive analysis of all
material facts related to issuer, industry or financial instrument. This publication may contain expectations and forward-looking representations, which involves risks and uncertainties, however, they are not a warranty or indication of future results whatsoever and are therefore subject to change. Therefore, no warranty or representation, whether express or
implied is made and no reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or truth of information and views provided in this publication.
RBA analysts are involved in production of recommendations published and distributed by RCB, regarding the companies listed below along with the date of initial recommendation:
Adris Grupa d.d. (21.01.2005.), Atlantic Grupa d.d. (8.6.2015.), Ericsson Nikola Tesla d.d. (18.01.2005.), Hrvatski Telekom d.d. (11.12.2007.), Ledo d.d. (13.10.2015.), Podravka
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including regulations related to the conduct or independence of research analysts.
The opinions, estimates and projections contained in this report are those of RBI only as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The information contained
in this report has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable by RBI, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by RBI or its affiliated companies or
any other person as to the report’s accuracy, completeness or correctness. Securities which are not registered in the United States may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly,
within the United States or to U.S. persons (within the meaning of Regulation S under the Securities Act of 1933 [“the Securities Act”]), except pursuant to an exemption under the
Securities Act. This report does not constitute an offer with respect to the purchase or sale of any security within the meaning of Section 5 of the Securities Act and neither shall this
report nor anything contained herein form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This report provides general information only.
In Canada it may only be distributed to persons who are resident in Canada and who, by virtue of their exemption from the prospectus requirements of the applicable provincial or
territorial securities laws, are entitled to conduct trades in the securities described herein.
EU REGULATION NO 833/2014 CONCERNING RESTRICTIVE MEASURES IN VIEW OF RUSSIA’S ACTIONS DESTABILISING THE SITUATION IN UKRAINE
Please note that research is done and recommendations are given only in respect of financial instruments which are not affected by the sanctions under EU regulation no 833/2014
concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine, as amended from time to time, i.e. financial instruments which have been issued
before 1 August 2014.
We wish to call to your attention that the acquisition of financial instruments with a term exceeding 30 days issued after 31 July 2014 is prohibited under EU regulation no 833/2014
concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine, as amended from time to time. No opinion is given with respect to such prohibited
financial instruments.
INFORMATION REGARDING THE PRINCIPALITY OF LIECHTENSTEIN: COMMISSION DIRECTIVE 2003/125/EC of 22 December 2003 implementing Directive 2003/6/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council as regards the fair presentation of investment recommendations and the disclosure of conflicts of interest has been incorporated into national
law in the Principality of Liechtenstein by the Finanzanalyse-Marktmissbrauchs-Verordnung.
If any term of this Disclaimer is found to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable under any applicable law, such term shall, insofar as it is severable from the remaining terms, be deemed
omitted from this Disclaimer. It shall in no way affect the legality, validity or enforceability of the remaining terms.
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